
  
 
 

 

      DELUXE SPA TREATMENTS 

 Following latest trends and uniqueness of our floating spa               
we introduce treatments that blend perfectly with our philosophy 

Deluxe treatment selection cannot be exchanged with package selection 

 THAI MASSAGE 
 HOT STONE MASSAGE 
 WARM BAMBOO MASSAGE 
 HAWAIIAN LOMI-LOMI MASSAGE 
 LAVA SHELL MASSAGE 
 BAMBOO STONE MASSAGE 90 MINUTES 
 SCUBASPA SIGNATURE MASSAGE 90 MINUTES 
 HONEYMOON RITUAL FOR COUPLES 120 MINUTES 

 
 Thai Massage 50 min       

Firm, dry treatment which combines the traditional Indian Ayurvedic 
stretching technique, releasing tension and restoring suppleness with 
Chinese method of deep tissue pressure point massage, stimulating 

blood flow and release of toxins. 

 Hot Stone Massage 55 min                              

Warmed stones glide across the body in long, soothing strokes to ease 
stiffness and release tension. The heat penetrates the muscles for 

deep relaxation. Stones are also placed on the energy points                        
of the body, to stimulate energy flow. 

 Warm Bamboo Massage 55 min        

Combination of long and short bamboo canes, with deep tissue 
massage techniques, using aromatherapy oil. Traditionally used         

for healing and relaxation which puts you in a deeper state                 
of calm, leaving you thoroughly relaxed and giving                            

you a tremendously soothing experience  



  
 
 

 

 
 Hawaiian Lomi-Lomi Massage 55 min               

Ancient spiritual type of treatment that facilitates the nurturing and 
healing of the body, mind and spirit. Incorporates continuous, soothing 

strokes from head to toe, from the left side of the body to the right 
side like waves washing over you. These movements make it difficult 
for your mind to track therefore enabling you to relax, zone out and 
simply be open to receiving Aloha spirit of love. Hawaiian Lomi-Lomi 

has been described as ‘The Rolls Royce of Massages’ 

 Lava Shell Massage 55 min                            

  Indulge in a new massage treatment using the world’s first self-
heating massage tool, Lava Shells. These eco-friendly, 100% authentic 
Tiger Clam Shells are hand-selected from the islands of Philippines. 

Comes with patented minerals which then emits heat, allowing 
therapist to provide a continuous and seamless body massage. 

 Honeymoon Ritual for couples 120 min                     

Ultimate spa experience for couples. The treatment begins with milk body 
scrub, that exfoliates and cleanses the skin. Followed by a nourishing 

application of body mask, after which the couple submit themselves to 
soothing, hour long, Balinese massage. Finally, they immerse in floral bath 

to revitalize body and soul while enjoying two glasses of sparkling wine     
and a platter of tropical fruits.  

 Bamboo Stone Massage 90 min            

Relaxing blend of Hot Stone and Warm Bamboo treatments.  

 Scubaspa Signature Massage 90 min                  

Fusion of Traditional Filipino ‘Hilot’ Massage and Warm Thai     
‘Potpourri’ Compress. 


